Pennsylvania Faces Cornell In Thanksgiving Day Classic

Red & Blue Holds 41-15 Margin in Traditional Series; Perm, Local Colleges Join in Palestra Deal

All veteran backfield of Dick Manley's 25 yard toss to score in the fourth quarter. According to Dr. Paul F. Schrode, the Medical Director of the team. The Health service will be closed during the day.

The football game was played in the traditional game of the day.

The game was played in the Palestra. The Palestra is a cooperation arrangement whereby these institutions will use the facilities of their respective institutions.
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The Palestr
Since the end of the war the United States has discovered just what world leadership means to the people of the United States and what its consequences are. The fact remains, however, that the failure of this job of leadership has blurred our attitude in the public mind, and we are losing a good deal of our standing in the minds of other Western nations.

A On Other Side

There is a generally held view that the American way of life is best. However, the United States also has its faults, and we cannot overlook them.

One of the main faults is that the United States is a capitalistic society. In a capitalistic society, the rich have more power than the poor, and this can lead to inequality.

Another fault is that the United States is a nation of individualists. In an individualistic society, each person is responsible for themselves and their own actions. This can lead to a lack of cooperation and a disregard for the common good.

There are also problems with the United States' foreign policy. The United States is a superpower, and its foreign policy has a significant impact on the world. However, the United States' foreign policy is often based on self-interest, which can lead to conflicts with other nations.

Despite these faults, the United States has many strengths, and there are many people who believe that it is a great country. However, it is important to recognize the faults in order to work towards improving the United States, and ultimately the world.
What have VICOREYS got that other filter tip cigarettes haven't got?

THE ANSWER IS
20,000 FILTERS IN EVERY VICEROY TIP

Inside every Viceroys tip is a vast network of 20,000 individual filters to filter your smoke over and over again. You get the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos... and Viceroy draws so freely. Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new tip... with 20,000 individual filters... plus king-size length for only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters.

STAYING IN TOWN

OVER THANKSGIVING ??

Let DOWBURD'S solve your food problems. Serving the FINEST IN DELICATESSEN products from 7 A.M. to 3 A.M.

DOWBURD'S
40th near Spruce

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

DAILY CLEANERS
39th and Sansom Sts.
Complete Cleaning and Laundering Service

NEW DELUXE RESTAURANT
ENJOY THE FINEST IN DELICATESSEN FOR THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES AT THE MOST MODERN FACILITIES ON CAMPUS

250 South 40th Street
Open -- 6 A.M. to 3 A.M.
UP All-American Mentions
Quakers' Hynoski, Gurskie

Seniors Walt Hynoski, halfback, and John Gurskie, guard, were named as honorable mention selections on the 1954 United All-American football team by writers and broadcasters.

Two Pennsylvania opponents, Ralph Guglielmi, Notre Dame quarterback, and Don Reeder, Army end, were selected as first team choices. Ron Beagle, Navy end, and Paul Frazin, Notre Dame tackle, were second team winners.

ROTIC Honor Unit
Inducts Hynoski

Dr. Oaylord P. Harnwell, president of the University, was named an honorary member of the ROTC. Hynoski was one of the three men appointed to the organization.

Human Relations Assn.
Hill

Dr. Harnwell stated that he hoped students will continue to participate in this program. Dr. Hill is the chief of the Department of Student Relations.

Phila. Court Teams Have Fine Support

Villanova was able to support a basketball team that was 30-1, against the cream of the crop.

Penn Faces Cornell
In Traditional Clash

Further sensationalism is lent to Cornell's strike by another twist in the drama of the D dilemma. Cornell not only the leader in average of completions, his average gain per completion is the highest among the top passers but he has thrown the grand total of eight in eight games. He is also the leader in the Penn's extra point games, 11 with 10 conversions.

Four other Pennsylvania opponents were selected for third team honors—Pete Van, Army quarterback; Ralph Guglielmi, Notre Dame guard; Don Beagle, Navy halfback, and Paul Frazin, Notre Dame tackle. Those four players were named to the top 30 in the nation by the group of experts.

Joining Guglielmi in the first team backfield are: Howard "Hank" Cassidy of Ohio State, Dick Meigs of Rice, and Alvi. "The Toe" Amiche of Minnesota.

The remarks came after Dr. Harnwell's announcement of several changes in the work of the University on campus.
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